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Robust labor market 
The strong upturn in the German labor market continues 

unabated. Seasonally adjusted, the number of unemployed fell 

by 22,000 in February compared with the previous month.  Since 

September 2017, labor market dynamics have noticeably 

increased. Between September 2017 and February 2018, the 

cumulative number of unemployed fell by 134,000. By way of 

comparison: in the previous six-month period, the decline 

amounted to only 66,000. 

Employment also continues to grow strongly. In January, the number of persons 

employed was up by 1.4% on a year earlier. The rise in employment continues to 

be due solely to the increase in jobs liable to social insurance. It recorded an 

increase of 2.2% in December 2017. With an increase of 4.2%, Berlin is the leader 

in this regard, followed by Bavaria and Baden-Wurttemberg with +2.5% and 

+2.4% respectively. Employment growth spans most sectors. It is particularly 

pronounced in areas such as qualified corporate service providers, care and 

social welfare, trade and transport.  

We interpret the recent setback in sentiment surveys such as the ifo Business 

Climate Index as a normalization, which was already overdue in view of 

increasing euphoria. In our view, this is not the beginning of an economic 

downturn. For the rest of the year, we anticipate a sustained upward trend in 

the labor market. However, employment growth is likely to slow down 

somewhat as a result of a slower expansion of labor supply and increasing 

bottlenecks in various sectors.  

We expect the average number of employees to increase by almost 600,000 in 

2018, compared with more than 650,000 last year. The decline in the number of 

unemployed, which amounted to almost 160,000 in 2017, is expected to 

continue at about the same magnitude in 2018.   
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ABOUT ALLIANZ  

The Allianz Group is one of the world's leading insurers and asset managers with more than 86 million retail and 

corporate customers. Allianz customers benefit from a broad range of personal and corporate insurance services, 

ranging from property, life and health insurance to assistance services to credit insurance and global business 

insurance. Allianz is one of the world’s largest investors, managing over 650  billion euros on behalf of its insurance 

customers while our asset managers Allianz Global Investors and PIMCO manage an additional 1.4  trillion euros of 

third-party assets. Thanks to our systematic integration of ecological and social criteria in our business processes and 

investment decisions, we hold the leading position for insurers in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index. In 2017, over 

140,000 employees in more than 70 countries achieved total revenue of 126 billion euros and an operating profit of 

11 billion euros for the group. 

These assessments are, as always, subject to the disclaimer provided below.  

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS 

The statements contained herein may include prospects, statements of future expectations and other forward -looking 

statements that are based on management's current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks 

and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such 

forward-looking statements.  

Such deviations may arise due to, without limitation, (i) changes of the general economic conditions and competitive 

situation, particularly in the Allianz Group's core business and core markets, (ii) performance of financial markets 

(particularly market volatility, liquidity and credit events), (iii) frequency and severity of insured loss events, 

including from natural catastrophes, and the development of loss expenses, (iv) mortality and morbidity levels and 

trends, (v) persistency levels, (vi) particularly in the banking business, the extent of credit defaults, (vii) interest rate  

levels, (viii) currency exchange rates including the EUR/USD exchange rate, (ix) changes in laws and regulations, 

including tax regulations, (x) the impact of acquisitions, including related integration issues, and reorganization 

measures, and (xi) general competitive factors, in each case on a local, regional, natio nal and/or global basis. Many of 

these factors may be more likely to occur, or more pronounced, as a result of terrorist activities and their 

consequences.  

NO DUTY TO UPDATE 

The company assumes no obligation to update any information or forward -looking statement contained herein, save 

for any information required to be disclosed by law.  


